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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of The Saffron from East Hampshire. Currently, there are 14
dishes and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can

also contact them through their website. What User likes about The Saffron:
form someone who doesn't like curry or hot spicy eating, it takes a lot to bring me into an indian who greeting

was nice to go into an old friendly house, the wobbly bhaji amd ente tika starter, where amazing then the nets we
chicken pesanda mushroom rice a naan brot ordered and left a dish to choose. I had never had a curry so good

taste and tast such a beautiful place with amazing dips soon back read more. The diner and its premises are
wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physiological limitations, Depending on the weather

conditions, you can also sit outside and eat. What Odyssey25381855106 doesn't like about The Saffron:
The food was good the place was very clean that is the good side now the bad the service was very very poor it
was a long time between courses then when the bill came they charged £3,95 for services the place only had
about 10 customers when we arrived so what's it going to be like when it is full read more. If you want to spoil

your palate with a bit of culinary flair, this is the place to be: The original Asian fusion cuisine of the The Saffron
from East Hampshire - a delicious mix of proven and the unexpected, On the daily specials there are also

several Asian dishes. Guests also know to appreciate the utilization of typical Indian spices .
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Lam� & Hähnche�
TIKKA MASALA

Beilage� un� Sauce�
DIPS

Indischer Rei�
MUSHROOM RICE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

NAAN

CHICKEN TIKKA

CHICKEN TIKKA MASALA

ONION BHAJI

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

MEAT

BUTTER

DUCK

ONION
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